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CHRYSACID TYPE
EXSURGENT

NICHE
EARTH, QUARANTINE  ZONES, DERELICT HABITATS

Chrysacids are the spiny limb-like 
growths that sprout from those infected 
with the chrynalus strain of the exsur-
gent virus (p. 174). Infected biomorphs 
always express chrysacid polyps, though 
they are also known to grow from 
infected synthmorphs and sometimes 
other devices and structures to which 
the nanoplague has spread.

The chrysacids that burst from the 
skin/shell at the second stage of infec-
tion are called spurs. These take the 
form of chitinous segmented limbs 
and palpi, similar to those found on 
arthropods, often studded with spikes 
and hook-like protrusions. They sport 
near-monomolecular edges capable of 
piercing armor and spreading infection. 
Spurs are capable of limited movement 
but have no way of sensing their envi-
ronment. Each nightmarish appendage 
has a mind of its own.

In the third stage of infection, chrys-
acid spurs grow and elongate into limbs, 
sometimes up to 2 meters in length. 
Though still attached to whatever they 
have sprouted from, they are capable 
of autonomous movement and possess 
photosensitive cells to “see” and detect 
movement. They attack by slicing their 
targets or grabbing and pinching. The 
exsurgent victims—reduced to pure 
animal instinct—attack anything they 
see along with their new appendages. 
As the limbs grow, the victims become 
less vehicle and more passenger as their 
own movement becomes impaired and 
they are dragged about by the sprawling, 
chitinous limbs.

Eventually, morphs are so run 
through by chrysacids that they are torn 
asunder. Stage four chrysacids break off 
from their original source and scurry 
about as independent critters called 
spiders. Spiders have both photosensi-
tive and motion-sensing capabilities. 
They practice rudimentary predatory 
tactics, hunting from darkness in the 
hopes of infecting new hosts with a bite 
or pinch.
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CHRYSACID EXSURGENT
Threat Level: Orange
Numbers: 1–6
A modified hibernoid biomorph infected with the 
chrynalus exsurgent strain.
COG COO INT REF SAV SOM

5 30 25 30 15 25
WIL INIT SPD DUR WT DR
15 11 1 20 7 53

Club Attack: 50, DV 1d10 + 4
Fray/Armor: 30, Frayed Vacsuit 5/5
Perception: 30, 50 Hearing/Smell
Move: 4/16 Walker (3/12 in Stage Three)
Skills: Climbing 70, Clubs 50, Free Fall 30, 

Unarmed Combat 40
Ware: Basic Biomods, Basic Mesh Inserts, 

Circadian Regulation, Cortical Stack, 
Enhanced Hearing, Enhanced Smell, Enhanced 
Respiration, Grip Pads, Hibernation

Stress Test: SV 1d10, +3 if character known 
pre-infection

Notes: Adjust stats, enhancements, and gear 
as appropriate for morph/NPC. At the GM’s 
discretion, exsurgents in the second stage of 
infection may retain enough intelligence to use 
complex weapons and tools, such as guns.

CHRYSACID SPUR
Threat Level: Yellow
Numbers: (1d10 ÷ 2) + 3 per exsurgent
Spurs lack their own sensory organs, but can 
perceive via the senses of their host. Though 
attached to the host exsurgent, these spiky 
protrusions act and are targeted independently, 
and can survive even after the death of their host 
(though they will be blinded).
COG COO INT REF SAV SOM

5 10 5 10 1 25
WIL INIT SPD DUR WT DR
15 3 1 5 1 7

Pinch or Slash: 40, DV 1d10 + 4, AP −3
Fray/Armor: 20, 5/7
Skills: Unarmed Combat 40
Infection: If a character receives a wound from 

contact with a chrysacid form, they become 
infected with the Chrynalus nanovirus (p. 174).

CHRYSACID LIMB
Threat Level: Yellow
Numbers: (1d10 ÷ 2) + 3 per exsurgent
COG COO INT REF SAV SOM

5 10 5 10 1 25
WIL INIT SPD DUR WT DR
15 3 1 10 2 15

Pinch or Slash: 50, DV 1d10 + 5, AP −4,  
some have Reach (+10)

Fray/Armor: 30, 7/9
Perception: 25
Skills: Unarmed Combat 50
Infection: If a character receives a wound from 

contact with a chrysacid form, they become 
infected with the Chrynalus nanovirus (p. 174).

CHRYSACID SPIDER
Threat Level: Orange
Numbers: (1d10 ÷ 2) + 3 per exsurgent
Spiders have broken off from their original source 
and scurry about as independent critters.
COG COO INT REF SAV SOM

5 10 5 10 1 25
WIL INIT SPD DUR WT DR
15 3 1 25 2 50

Bite, Pinch, or Slash: 60, DV 1d10 + 6, AP −5
Fray/Armor: 40, 9/11
Perception: 40
Move: 4/16
Skills: Infiltration 30, Unarmed Combat 60
Stress Test: SV 1d10
Infection: If a character receives a wound from 

contact with a chrysacid form, they become 
infected with the Chrynalus nanovirus (p. 174).

Sustenatrix n  I know some of our teams have a policy of killing the infected on sight. This is inhumane. These are 
victims, and some of them are still lucid, even when they have limbs sprouting from their body. They are in pain and 
in need of our help.

Scent.In.Hell n  Yeah, and when you try helping, one of those limbs will snip your head clean off. Fuck that. It’s safer 
to put them out of their misery and take their stack. They’ll thank you later.

Sustenatrix n  You can’t know that’s what they want.
Pivo n  I know that I’d stick my beak in a disassembler the second I started growing lobster claws. I hear what you’re 

saying, Sustenatrix, but we don’t always have the luxury of playing nice. Saving an infected victim could mean 
losing the whole hab.

Factotum n  Yeah, you want to talk to them, help them, that’s fine. I’ll be right behind you. Sleeved in a killsat. 
Orbiting a couple hundred kilometers away.
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CREEPER

Creepers are amorphous clouds of small, black bubbles that spread 
across and destroy nearly everything they touch, converting all matter 
into additional creeper mass. Even under enhanced vision and multiple 
wavelengths, creepers appear out-of-focus and ill-defined due a visual 
refraction effect. Firewall operates under the theory that creepers are 
autonomous femtobot swarms, designed by the TITANs as an area-denial 
weapon and programmed to disassemble everything at the atomic level. 
Like TITAN nanoswarms, creepers have the capability to manufacture 
materials and items, including weapons, gases, and mechanical traps, but 
because they work at an even smaller level they can temporarily create 
advanced materials with superconducting, supercomputing, superdense, 
or even invisible properties, among others. These materials are theo-
rized to be constructed from degenerate matter or strange matter fluids, 
somehow kept stable at standard gravities. Creeper temperatures remain 
at about 45 C regardless of activity.

Though creeper clouds move slowly, crawling or floating, they some-
times construct mobility systems enabling faster movement. They can 
penetrate almost any material in a short amount of time, interface with 
electronics and implants, and convert a standard morph in a matter 
of minutes. They can transform into a strange matter mass that has a 
repulsive effect on normal matter, either as a swift attack or a sustained 
effect to keep hostile elements at bay. Creepers are known to act with 
intelligence and purpose, establishing traps and adapting to threats. It is 
suspected that the TITANs used them for facility manufacturing, infiltra-
tion, and command-and-control purposes.

Unlike other exsurgents, creepers are not created via infection, but by 
transmutation through contact with an existing creeper swarm.

Rivet n  Umm … why haven’t these things destroyed Earth yet?
Stitch n  Fair point. Any encounter with creepers can quickly become a full-blown gray 

goo event. Luckily, they often seem to have a specific agenda and will stick to it unless 
molested. Agents have documented walking through creeper bubbles that didn’t turn on 
them, simply continuing to eat whatever they were situated upon instead.

Rivet n  Yeah, and other times they set elaborate traps, like electrified plates or motion-
activated spikes. These things are insanely clever. It’s impressive how a swarm of black 
soap bubbles can assemble such complex shapes and be such a monstrous pain in the ass.

Sava n  They’ve also been known to manufacture other TITAN machines.
Parallax n  The number one rule for dealing with creepers is Do Not Touch. Create distance 

and burn it with plasma. Guardian swarms and other nano-defenses will do nothing.

CREEPER
Threat Level: Ultraviolet
Numbers: 1 Swarm
COG COO INT REF SAV SOM
30 15 20 30 15 15

WIL INIT SPD DUR WT DR
30 10 2 100 20 100

Femtoswarm: Creepers follow the rules for 
femtoswarms (p. 170). Stats given are for a 
standard swarm unit, not individual femtobots.

Subdual: 60 (p. 204, EP); subdued targets are 
penetrated and converted on next action.

Convert Matter: 70, touch attack, DV 1d10 
per Action Turn to touched/penetrated targets. 
Damage inflicted increases creeper's DUR.

Repulsion Wave: No defense, 30 meter radius 
effect, DV 3d10, kinetic armor applies,  
all physical things pushed back 1d10 meters,  
SOM x 3 Test or knocked down

Fray/Armor: 40, 0/0
Perception: 50, 70 Hearing/Vision
Move: 4/16 Walker/Microlight (may create other 

mobility systems with different rates)

Skills: Free Fall 50, Infiltration 80, Infosec 80, 
Intimidation 60, Programming 80, 
Unarmed Combat 50 (Subdual 60);  
assume they have any skill they need at 40+

Ware: 360-Degree Vision, Chemical Sniffer, 
Electrical Sense, Enhanced Hearing,  
Enhanced Vision, Fractal Digits, Nanoscopic 
Vision, Radar, Radiation Sense, T-Ray Emitter

Stress Test: SV 1d10 ÷ 2 (round down)
Invisibility: Can be invisible, like a nanoswarm, or 

materialize forms with refractive metamaterials, 
like an invisibility cloak (p. 316, EP).

TYPE
EXSURGENT

NICHE
EARTH, DERELICT HABITATS QUARANTINE ZONES
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FRACTAL TROLL

FRACTAL TROLL
Threat Level: Red
Numbers: 1
COG COO INT REF SAV SOM
20 20 40 30 10 40

WIL INIT SPD DUR WT DR
15 15 2 55 11 83

Claws: 70, DV 1d10 + 7, AP −1
Subdual: 70, see Subdual, p. 204, EP. The 

troll may take a fractal gouge attack (below) 
against subdued targets with a Quick Action.

Fractal Gouge: 70, DV 1d10 + 4, AP −8
Fray/Armor: 55, 8/8
Perception: 60, 80 Smell/Vision
Move: 4/20 Walker
Skills: Climbing 50, Free Fall 40, Freerunning 50, 

Infiltration 30, Intimidation 50, Scrounging 40, 
Unarmed Combat 70

Ware: Access Jacks, Basic Mesh Inserts, Claws, 
Direction Sense, Enhanced Smell, Enhanced 
Vision, Fractal Digits, Muscle Augmentation, 
Nanoscopic Vision, Oxygen Reserve, Prehensile 

Feet, Puppet Sock, Temperature Tolerance 
(Cryonic), Toxin Filters, Vacuum Sealing

Traits: Edited Memories, Mental Disorder 
(Choose Two), Modified Behavior, Neural 
Damage (Choose Two)

Stress Test: SV 1d10
Exsurgent Infection: Victims wounded by a 

fractal troll’s bite, claws, or fractal gouge are 
infected with the xenomorph nanoplague.

Expat n  I understand why we list these on the threat index, but let’s 
not forget they are victims—we should be helping them when 
possible, not murdering them. Leaving aside basic decency, think 
of the intelligence a recovered ego could provide. We could learn 
about the attack on Iapetus or the purpose of the computronium. 
Worst-case scenario, we gain one more ego’s perspective on the Fall 
and do a good deed. The portraiture proves there are salvageable 
egos in there; they’re not all monsters.

Sava n  Tell that to Sváfa.

These deformed albino creatures stand roughly 2 meters tall. They 
lope around substrate labyrinths on elongated primate forearms, 
gripping the walls with massive clawed wrists and prehensile feet. 
Two pairs of smaller limbs—one on the back and one jutting from 
the chest—are equipped with fractal digits. Used as exsurgent drones 
for the inscrutable needs of their machine masters, fractal trolls still 
possess the remnants of their original egos. Some carry the shattered 
remnants of multiple egos merged by the TITANs.

Most fractal trolls were driven horribly insane by their ordeal. 
Though cryonic and inured to vacuum, the trolls still must eat to 
survive, choosing between feedstock cultures made from recycled 
transhuman corpses or cannibalism. Memory fragments clash with 
the brutal horror of their continued existence, causing extreme 
cognitive dissonance and trauma. The majority of fractal trolls killed 
themselves after the TITANs’ departure. Those that remain survive 
only through disassociation, sublimating the remains of their trans-
humanity into odd portraiture scratched into the walls.

Encounters with transhumans provoke fractal trolls into 
flight-or-fight response. Some attack out of fear TITAN agents 
have returned to enslave them; others kill in the hope the TITANs 
will approve and return, freeing them from the horrific memories 
plaguing them. Those not murdered and consumed can expect 
painful interrogation at the fractal hands of a confused pre-Fall ego 
driven mad by years of pain.

TYPE
EXSURGENT

NICHE
IAPETUS, QUARANTINE ZONES
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The glory strain of the exovirus produces an ecosystem of 
exsurgents to ensure long-term panspermia infection vectors. 
Originating as an “apple of knowledge” basilisk (p. 171), it 
mindhacks transhumans with the technical expertise to under-
stand complex nanofabrication schematics, inevitably forcing 
patient zero to construct specialized nanohives. These hives 
produce a nanoplague that modifies biology, creating drone, 
breeder, and mother exsurgents.

Immolator drones (detailed on p. 158) display few signs 
of infection and remain lucid enough to infiltrate transhuman 
society. Glory physically modifies select drones into mating 
pairs of “breeders.” These exsurgents are clearly alien: thick 
gray skin in leathery patches, extended jaws with protruding 
canines, widened eyes with horizontal slits, fingers and toes 
fused into giant claws, lack of hair, prehensile feet, and 
protruding spines. Breeders resemble nightmarish bouncers 
and clearly favor low-gravity environments. Other mutant 
features and a variety of psi sleights manifest as well, but 
breeders are uniformly designed for sexual compatibility. If 
not defending the nest, males and females are content to mate 
all day. Fertilized zygotes are surrogated by the final member 
of the family—the “Mother”—and delivered via an ovipositor 
growing from the abdomen of breeder females.

IMMOLATOR TYPE
EXSURGENT

NICHE
QUARANTINE ZONES, DERELICT SPACECRAFT

IMMOLATOR BREEDER
Threat Level: Orange
Numbers: 2–6
Breeders use the stats, implants, gear, etc. appropriate to the 
transmogrified character.  
The stats below represent a bouncer morph.

COG COO INT REF SAV SOM
15 25 15 25 10 25

WIL INIT SPD DUR WT DR
20 8 2 40 8 60

Claws: 60, DV 1d10 + 3, AP −1
Particle Beam Bolter:  

60, DV 2d10 + 4, AP −2, SA, Ammo 50
Fray/Armor: 60, 6/7 armor clothing
Move: 4/20 Walker
Perception: 60
Skills: Beam Weapons 60, Blades 60, Control 60, Deception 40, 

Free Fall 80, Infiltration 65, Infosec 30, Intimidation 60, 
Kinetic Weapons 60, Pilot: Spacecraft 40, Psi Assault 60, 
Research 60, Sense 60, Unarmed Combat 60

Ware: Basic Biomods, Basic Mesh Inserts, Medichines, 
Neurachem (Level 1), Oxygen Reserve, Prehensile Feet, 
Vacuum Sealing

Traits: Limber (Level 1), Mental Disorder (Alien Behavior, OCD), 
Modified Behavior (Enforced: Breeding, Cannibalism, Nesting, 
Obey Mother),  
Psi (Level 2)

Psi Sleights: Deep Scan, Ego Sense, Psi Shield,  
Psychic Stab, Sense Block

Gear: Light Vacsuit, Specs, Utilitool
Stress Test: SV 1d10 + 3
Exsurgent Infection: Breeders infect biomorphs with the Glory 

virus (p. 175) by exchanging bodily fluids.
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The mother is created from the remains of patient zero. After constructing the hives, the 
remains of the totally insane transhuman mutate into a gibbering mass of uteruses and 
mouths. All lucidity is gone; the meaty mass serves only to accept ovipositors and lash 
out blindly against intruders with tentacles and psychic stabs. After receiving sufficient 
genetic material, the mother hardens fertilized zygotes into lightweight, crystalline spores 
and sends a pheromone signal for the family to self-destruct. At this point, the breeders 
sink into the cancerous mass and are consumed to fatten the mother for hibernation. If 
the mother is on an orbital vehicle, drones send the ship towards the nearest star. The 
mother is consumed by the solar heat, but crystal spores survive, catch on solar winds, 
and spread throughout the universe. If trapped planet-side, drones cut the mother into 
pieces and smuggle pieces in the widest distribution possible.

Tara Yu n  Hmmm, these things sound 
similar to some of the reports I collected 
in my Myrmidon investigation. Who 
gathered this intel?

Black Pharoah n  We need to talk, Tara. 
PM me ASAP.

IMMOLATOR MOTHER
Threat Level: Orange
Numbers: 1
COG COO INT REF SAV SOM

5 5 5 5 5 30
WIL INIT SPD DUR WT DR
30 2 1 100 20 150

Bite: 70, DV 2d10 + 3, AP −1. Biomorphs 
wounded by this bite are infected with the 
glory exsurgent virus (p. 175).

Tentacles: 70, DV 1d10 + 3, Reach (+20);  
may attack with multiple tentacles at once

Psychic Stab: 60, DV 2d10 + 5,  
Close Range, opposed with WIL x 2,  
Strain 1d10 ÷ 2

Fray/Armor: 20, 4/4
Move: None
Perception: 10
Skills: Psi Assault 60, Sense 60,  

Unarmed Combat 70

Ware: Hibernation, Medichines, Oxygen Reserve,  
Vacuum Sealing

Traits: Large Size (+10 to hit), Mental Disorder 
(Alien Behavior), Modified Behavior (Enforced: 
Breeding, Nesting), Psi (Level 2), Psi Defense

Common Psi Sleights: Ego Sense, Extend 
Range, Psi Shield, Psychic Rend, Psychic Stab

Stress Test: SV 1d10 + 5
Exsurgent Infection: Mothers infect biomorphs 

with the glory exsurgent virus (p. 175) by 
exchanging bodily fluids.

 IMMOLATOR MOTHERTYPE

EXSURGENT

NICHE

QUARANTINE ZONES, 

DERELICT SPACECRAFT


